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The Brain, The Ego and
The Mind

Symposium on Mental
Health?
Why are Good Men Silent’is a PCHS
initiative aimed to combat violence

POVERTY
“The condition of a person who is deprived of the resources, means, choices
and power necessary to acquire and
maintain a basic level of living standards and to facilitate integration and
participation in society.” - Government of
Canada.
In 2018, 3.2 million Canadians or 8.7% of
the population lived in poverty. And, 1.7
million Canadians or 4.6% of the total
population lived in deep poverty—having disposable income below 75% of
Canada’s Official Poverty Line.
In 2008, Feed Ontario (the Ontario Association of Food Banks) attempted to
estimate the poverty cost in Ontario.
They estimated the social costs for the
province at $10.4 to $13.1 billion per
year. The estimated cost of families
unable to participate in the economy an
additional $32 to $38 billion—just for
Ontario. The Pandemic has exacerbates
the suffering of marginalized people and
newcomers to Ontario.
FAMILY VIOLENCE
Family violence describes any form of
abuse, mistreatment, or neglect that a
child or adult experiences from a family
member, or from someone with whom
they have an intimate relationship.
In 2016, one quarter (26%) of all victims
of violent crime had been victimized by
a family member. While women and girls
made up just over half (52%) of violent

crime victims overall, two thirds (67%) of
family violence victims were female.
Self reported data from the 2014 General
Social Survey on Canadians’ Safety (Victimization) show that 70% of victims of
spousal violence and 93% of victims of
childhood physical and/or sexual abuse
never spoke to authorities about their
experiences.
Family violence can cause a range
of short and long-term health issues,
including physical, mental, cognitive, and
behavioural challenges. It can contribute
to poverty, housing instability, and school
failure, but individuals who experience
these conditions are also at greater risk
for intimate violence.
MENTAL HEALTH AND ADDICTIONS
Mental health and well-being affect every
aspect of life, including our ability to
engage with and contribute to our families and communities. Disorders affect
mood, thinking, and behaviour, including
depression and anxiety, substance abuse
disorders and process addictions like
gambling.
In any year, it’s thought that 20% of
Canadians experience a mental illness or
addiction problem. By the time Canadians reach 40 years of age, 50% have or
have had a mental illness.
RACISM
Forty-four percent of police-reported
hate crimes in 2018 were motivated by
race or ethnicity.
Racism has clear, and sometimes deadly
consequences for Canadians. It also has
costs to our justice system and hinders
our economy and exacerbates poverty.
Racialized Canadians earn, on average,
81 cents to the dollar compared to other
Canadians. Employers are also about
40% more likely to interview a job ap-

Hi,
Baldev Mutta
CEO, PCHS

plicant with an English-sounding name despite
identical education, skills, and experience.
SOCIAL EXCLUSION
Social exclusion is a denial of belonging or
recognition. The intent is to keep people and
communities distanced from centres of power
and resources. It leaves people economically
and socially vulnerable.
Social exclusion is usually driven by greed
and prejudice. Excluding others ensures your
group has access to more of the resources
you want with limited competition. A social
understanding of exclusion is relatively new,
and we lack statistical data on its pervasiveness, but Canadians are becoming more
aware of it.
In order to build a just and fair Canada for all,
we all must contribute to address these key
issues.

According to a 2019 study by the Cleveland Clinic, around

WHY SHOULD MEN
VISIT DOCTORS
MORE OFTEN?

60% men don’t regularly see a doctor.

Aaishwari

engaged in labour intensive profes-

as compared to women. In addition to

sions back in their home country

this, gout is more frequently diagnosed

- which may not be the case when

in men. Gout is mostly characterized

living in Canada. However, despite the

by swollen and painful joints, and can

change in lifestyle, the food habits

perhaps be related to genetics and

continue to be the same as they were

diet. HIV is also found to be more com-

in the home country. This increases

mon in men. It is estimated that 1.1

the risk of smaller issues like blood

million people aged 13 years or older

pressure and cholesterol, which may

are living with HIV in the United States,

eventually lead to bigger health prob-

with 76% of those individuals being

lems. And hence, there is an increased

males.

Are men too busy? Or are they not 'sick enough'? Are they uncomfortable

necessity to make sure all the routine

about seeing their doctor? Or are they fearful that the doctor may find

tests and screenings are done in a

In most South Asian households, men

timely fashion. With illnesses and dis-

are either the primary bread winner of

eases, prevention is always better than

the family or in some cases, the sole

cure. Sometimes, it is too late when an

bread winner. This means that men

illness is diagnosed and the treatment

can't afford to take their health lightly.

process at that stage is more challeng-

Planning a good future for the family

something that they may not like?

T

here are pos-

with them.

sibly some

ing than it would have been with the

doesn't only include meeting financial

reasons why

According to a 2019 study by

early detection of diseases. The road

goals and responsibilities. It includes

men avoid

the Cleveland Clinic, around 60%

to recovery is also easier when the

ensuring the emotional well-being and

seeing a doc-

men don’t regularly see a doctor,

problem is detected at an early stage.

happiness quotient of the family too

tor as frequently as they should.

going only when they are seri-

are taken care of. When any member
Just like polycystic ovary syndrome

of the family takes ill, the entire family

Some men are health conscious

only three in five men get annual

(PCOS) only affects women. Prostate

feels disturbed and emotionally shak-

and take utmost care when

physical examination done and

cancer only affects men. Similarly,

en. To make sure your family is truly

it comes to eating right and

almost half of the 500 men

there are many conditions that men

happy, men should take charge of their

maintaining the appointment

surveyed said their health is

are more prone to in comparison to

health, the way they would take charge

schedule with the doctors. But

simply something they don’t talk

women. Research states that men

of the family's safety and prosperity.

the unfortunate reality, espe-

about. Instead, men are much

tend to have more heart disease risk

cially amongst men in the South

more likely to talk about current

factors than women. In fact, more than

So, why take a chance. Book an ap-

Asian community, is that they

events (36%), sports (32%) or

half of all Americans with untreated

pointment with your doctor today itself

don't see a doctor because they

their job (32%) rather than their

diabetes are men. Due to unhealthy

and make sure you undergo routine

assume that they don't 'need

health (only 7%).

smoking habits, more men don't just

tests and screenings, as required.

they feel that 'nothing is wrong'

South Asian men primarily were

by Aaishwari

ously ill. The survey found that

to' see one and that is because

MEN'S HEALTH

Majority of the
men don’t talk
about their health.
Instead, men are
much more likely
to talk about
current events
(36%), sports (32%)
or their job (32%)
rather than their
health (only 7%).

get lung cancer each year but also die,
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Critical Thinking

Oliver Jr
Cooper
My experience was
essential thing

Is The Pandemic A
Manifestation Of What
Is Held In The Collective
Consciousness?
It wouldn't be accurate to say that everyone has and
is being affected in the same way. There are those
who have lost a lot and those who have gained a lot.

Column

With what is going on, it is not going to be a surprise if they, along with many of their fellow citizens, see themselves as a victim of circumstances. They will want one thing but
they will be experiencing something else, so how else would they feel?
GOING DEEPER

O

ABOUT AUTHOR
Author, transformational
writer, teacher and
consultant, Oliver JR
Cooper, hails from
England. His insightful
commentary and analysis
covers all aspects of
human transformation,
including love, partnership,
self-love, self-worth, inner
child and inner awareness.
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THE OUTCOME
Anyway, due to what is going on, the
average person can be totally fed up and
want the world to return to how it was
before. The life that they were leading
may have been turned upside down due
to a virus and what their government has
done to try to "save lives".

go back to normal, so this is not going to be
possible. Now, although this can be seen as the
proof that what has been said above is not the
truth, what it wouldn't do is take into account is
that they have both a conscious and an unconscious mind.

However, although this will be the truth as far
as their ego-mind is concerned; what if there
is more to it? What if this is only the truth on
one level of awareness and, at another, it is
not the truth?

Their life is not purely an effect of what takes
place in the former; it is also an effect of what
is taking place in the latter. Also, what is taking
place in the latter has a far greater effect on
their life than what is taking place in the former.

What if they, along with their fellow citizens,
have co-created what has and is taking place
and will co-create what will take place in the
future, in regards to the pandemic and everything else for that matter? Upon hearing this,
someone could believe that this is ridiculous.

THE EVIDENCE IS THERE
They are not going to be happy with what is
taking place and they will want their life to

n one level, there is what is
going on in the world and the
impact that this is having on
humanity. Of course, it wouldn't
be accurate to say that everyone has and is being affected in the
same way. There are those who have
lost a lot and those who have gained a
lot. For example, it has been said that
there are people who have massively
increased their wealth during this time.

<< R E C O M M E N D E D >>

THEY ARE NOT GOING TO BE HAPPY WITH WHAT IS
TAKING PLACE AND THEY WILL WANT THEIR LIFE TO
GO BACK TO NORMAL, SO THIS IS NOT GOING TO BE
POSSIBLE.

that everything will have gone back to
normal. In fact, there could be a number
of things that they are still unable to do.

A NATURAL CONCLUSION
With what is going on, it is not going to
be a surprise if they, along with many of
their fellow citizens, see themselves as a
victim of circumstances. They will want
one thing but they will be experiencing
something else, so how else would they
feel?
It is not going to be as if they have
played a part in what is going on; it will
be something that has happened to
them. One, along with everyone else, will
just be a passive observer of what has
and is happening.

They may live in a country that is no longer in lockdown but that doesn't mean

PCHS Health Magazine
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THE MIRROR
When it comes to this part of their
being, their unconscious mind, it
will contain the feelings, thoughts
and part of themselves, among
other things, that they have pushed
out of their awareness. Their conscious mind will have forgotten all
about this inner material but that
doesn't mean that it won't have an
effect on their life.
What is held in this part of their
being will have an effect on their
physical body, their physical reality
and it will feed into the collective
consciousness. The collective
consciousness can be seen as a
pool of information and this will be
made up of the information that is
held in each person's consciousness.

JOINING THE DOTS
With this in mind, on one level one
will be passively observing what
is going on, and, at a deep level,
they will have played a part in what
they are experiencing. They, along
with their fellow human beings, will
have co-created what is currently
taking place in the world.
To see the connection, though,
it will be necessary for them to
connect to what is taking place
at a deeper level. This will involve
getting out of their head and moving their awareness into their body,
and tuning into their feelings and
deep-seated beliefs.

will have played a part in what is
taking place.
For example, one could find that
they feel trapped, powerless, and
helpless and as though they have
no control. By having this material
deep within them, and being on a
planet with millions, if not billions,
of people who also feel the same
deep down, it will have caused
them to manifest a scenario that
is in alignment with how they truly
feel.

WAKING UP
The challenge is that, as their
ego-mind, along with their eyes,
will create the impression that they
are separate from what is going
on "out there", the natural position
for someone who is identified with
this part of them is that of the
victim. Unless they understand the
impact that both their conscious
and unconscious mind has on their
life and are able to see through the
illusion of separation, they, along
with many of their fellow citizens,
will believe that they are being victimised by an external source.
What is going on "out there" will
be the problem and this will cause
them to resist what is going on,
and thereby, to feed into and
strengthen the very reality that they
don't want. What this comes down
to is that while their conscious
mind understands negation, their
unconscious mind doesn't; this
part of them responds to feelings,
not words and gives them more of
what is in alignment with how they
feel, irrespective of whether they
are aware of how they feel.

GOING DOWN
Once they are able to connect to
what is taking place deep within
them, they may find that they have
a number of "negative" feelings
and beliefs that correspond with
what is taking place. It could seem
as though these are just an effect
of what is taking place, but, they
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FINAL THOUGHTS

consciousness will need to change.

Considering this, what is going on
"out there" as real as it may seem,
is simply an expression of what is
taking place within the collective
consciousness. For the external
world to change, the collective

This is why, if someone wants to change the
world, the most effective way for them to do
so is probably to clean their own consciousness. This way, they won't be feeding into the
current reality and they will be playing their
part in co-creating a different reality.

PCHS Health Magazine
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Aug 18th, 2021

From 6:00 PM To 7:30 PM

Keynote Speaker
Dr. Lawrence Loh
Medical Ofﬁcer of Health, Region of Peel–Public Health
Dr. Loh is a Medical Ofﬁcer of Health at the Region of
Peel – Public Health. He has also worked as Associate
Medical Ofﬁcer of Health and has served as Interim
Medical Ofﬁcer of Health in the Peel. Dr. Loh is also an
Adjunct Professor at the Dalla Lana School of Public
Health, University of Toronto.
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Guest Arrival, Meet and Greet
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President’s Welcome
Speech: Keynote Speaker, Dr. Lawrence Loh
Welcome from Presidents of PCHS Afﬁliates
Approval of 2020 AGM Minutes
Appointment of the Secretary

REGISTRATION

President’s Report
CEO Report
Treasurer’s Report
Audited Financial Statement 2020-2021
Appointment of Auditors for 2021-2022
Approval of Board Policies
Questions and Answers
Closing Remarks

+ 905 677 0889

info@pchs4u.com

50 Sunny Meadow Blvd,
Brampton, ON L6R 0Y7

When you are forced to bend to someone else's will you cease to be
sovereign. Their motivation is to change the way you think and act. To derail
you and your aspirations in trying to live your own life the way you deem fit.
Salvino V. Provino

M

ental abuse

life the way you deem fit. Abuse is

They would have you believe the

is on the rise

the antithesis of freedom. This article

majority is pointing a finger against

and this ef-

offers measures and tips which pro-

you and that the issue is bigger than

fects health.

pose that you can live free of abuse.

you think. Believing such rot would be

Relationships

But you must know how.

a serious mistake. Allow me to share

are more fragile than ever. There
are those who band together trying
to tear down others wanting to be
strong, to make themselves feel
better. It is a quest for power and
strength. This is what we have also
identified as 'bullying'. When you are
forced to bend to someone else's
will you cease to be sovereign. Their
motivation is to change the way you
think and act. To derail you and your
aspirations in trying to live your own

Abuse includes an invasion of your
privacy because whoever is abusing
you intrude your life and disapprove
you and does not appreciate you as
you are. They are forcibly suggesting
you must change. Quite often, they

with you some things that work and
remembering that abusive people
are actually stewing in their own
juices about some hot issue which
is entirely imaginary and continually
boiling in the cauldron of their mind.

will pull the strings of your heart to

Preserving your own mental health

hurt your feelings in trying to make

is more important today than ever

you submit. They use other mem-

before. Therefore, it is necessary

bers of your family and friends and

that you learn to make hard and fast

say things to make you believe that

choices. I recently received a nasty

others are also dissatisfied with you.

phone call from a family member

ABUSIVE PEOPLE BECOME

Abuse
In the face of

BULLIES AND ARE INVASIVE TO YOUR SELF-CONFIDENCE. THEY ARE NOT
AWARE OF THEIR HURTFUL INTENTIONS. USUALLY, THEY ARE INDIVIDUALS WHO LACK A SENSE
OF PERSONAL WORTH IN
THEIR OWN LIFE.
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following their discovery of my previ-

is a beautiful day!" will enrich you. You

ment for being abusive to others, and

ous article about being punished by

will find that this 'positive attitude' is

this is why they need to be reminded

others. The voice on the phone kept

vital to your mental health, like holding

that their behaviour is unacceptable,

shouting at me and told me I was

up garlic to a vampire. I found it to be

and not the norm.

narcissistic and, "Everyone I talk to

life changing and supportive.

about it says you're a cockroach! No
wonder your own children hate you.
No-one approves of you!" etc... and
the rest which I chose not to listen to.
As I tried asking questions to end the
name calling and shaming exercise
but was promptly told, "You shut up
and listen. I'm talking here and you
will listen!" Abusive individuals will
demand that you do as they say from
fear of losing control over you. I hung
up the phone. This is one of my forms
of defence.
Never before has this person shown
an interest in what I write. So, during
the conversation I managed to ask,
"How did you find out about my article?" "That's none of your business!"
He yelled. Ironic, isn't it? Immediately
I became aware that he, or someone
who reports to him, has been stalking
me online and scrutinizing whatever I
write in order to find something they
can both get upset about. It justifies
their abuse, but even though I never
mentioned any names in my previous
article, it had obviously put a bee in
their bonnet. What is the intention
behind those who scour the internet
looking for things they can whinge and
whine about? I found that writing has
become an effective form of therapy
for me and is likewise another form of
defence.
Upon waking up in the morning,
replace any negative thinking into
thoughts of gratitude and aspirations
for the day. Saying out aloud, "Today
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There is no benefit derived from

Here is another tip, if you find yourself

enduring verbal abuse or being bullied

getting angry take in a deep breath

in life. Many women suffer in silence

and hold for several seconds, then

when they do not need to. The mo-

exhale slowly to release and tension

ment someone tries to demean you,

that may be building up inside you. I

to blame and shame you (which is the

use this defence a lot during the day

most common initial form of mental

and when I feel uncomfortable.

abuse), quickly remind them that you

Abusive people become bullies and
are invasive to your self-confidence.
They are not aware of their hurtful
intentions. Usually, they are individuals
who lack a sense of personal worth in
their own life. No-one else should be
making you feel as if you are inad-

will only agree to a calm and respectful conversation. If they continue with
their contaminant ways, discontinue
the conversation before it gets even
worse. Disengage and walk away!
This is actively a very good form of
defence.

equate, or failing. It simply is not right!

Mental abuse occurs when the frustra-

This is why you need to tonify your

tions of one person are forced upon

own personal value by understanding

another causing disharmony, hurt and

you have a right to be here. I find this

doubt. Like sexual abuse, it is unac-

form of defence not only effective but

ceptable. You have the right to refuse

also comforting. Be more vigilant and

such assaults on your mind and body.

stand guard at the gates of your mind,

Relationships must be respectful, or

repelling anything which is hurled at

not at all, which is why I hung up the

you. People of a low self-worth will

phone on my abuser. You may have

challenge you even more for this. They

your own forms of defence, but over-

are mostly unaware of their short-

coming abuse and maintaining your

comings. Bottom feeding fish only

mental health is paramount. I can only

feel comfortable with other bottom

suggest that whatever you choose as

feeders. Writing down in a journal the

a defence - that you diligently practice

good you have done in your life and

every day for it will help you regain

listing some of your most valued skills

your sovereignty. Wishing you all the

is another form of defence. You being

very best, as you deserve no less.

happy with You is a defence.
Unfortunately, there are those who find
themselves entrapped within the walls
of their own mind and constantly feeding their soul a sour diet of hate and
misery. This creates a perfect environ-
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Immigrant
Dreams
Through Uzma’s Le ns

Dear Readers, you will be pleased to know that we

Uzma Irfan

Dr. Khalid Sohail

have decided to publish this new column where
you will get a chance to know the stories, journey,
philosophy, ideas and ideals of those who left

So, you are trying to say that you have

their country for their dreams.

man identity is fixed or it is fluid?

O

Dr Sohail: For me, my identities have
ur first interview

As a brief introduction I can say, "I am

conducted by

Sohail".

Uzma Irfan is with
Dr. Khalid Sohail.
An eminent human-

ist, a creative writer and creative psychotherapist, a columnist, a blogger,
a television artist/host, a passionate
poet, and the founder of Green Zone
Community www.greenzonecommunity.com.

Interesting, now question is Who is
Sohail?
Dr. Sohail: Based on my social, religious, and cultural conditioning I have
developed multiple identities.
My gender identity is that of a man.
My ethnic identity is that of a Punjabi.
My national identity is that of a Pakistani.

evolved over the years and decades.
For example, after moving to Canada
in 1977 my national identity changed
to that of a Canadian or to be more
precise Pakistani Canadian.
Similarly, after graduating from Memorial University Newfoundland the
professional identity of a doctor in me
transformed into a psychiatrist and
later on into a psychotherapist.

My creative identity is that of a writer.

In Canada, my creative identity

My professional identity is that of a

transformed from an Urdu writer to an

about yourself as I am curious to know

doctor.

English writer and then into a blogger

about you?

and

and a television artist.

most difficult question to answer.

PCHS Health Magazine

been fluid. They have changed and

Welcome Dr. Sohail, tell me a little bit

Dr. Sohail: It is the easiest and the

July 2021 | 16

multiple identities. Do you think hu-

PCHS Health Magazine

My philosophical identity is that of a
humanist.
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What is your primary identity?
Dr. Sohail: In 2021 when I ask myself
that of all my identities which is my
primary identity the answer comes
from my heart.
" I am a human being who is a

Blacks, Browns and Whites,
Indians and Americans and Canadians.
Hindus, Muslims, Christians, Jews
and Sikhs.
Communists, Anarchists, Atheists,
Socialists as well as Humanists.

evolution and human beings from

changes in my philosophy and per-

all the communities, countries and

sonality I started to study different

cultures are my brothers and sisters

movements that included Commu-

because we are all part of a family,

nism and Socialism, Anarchism and

the human family, because we are all

Feminism, Secularism and Human-

children of Mother Earth.

ism to understand how different

evolution?

honor. You people are doing a won-

communities?
Dr Sohail: After making some

in your personal growth and social

Dr. Sohail: My pleasure and my

What helped you understand diverse

the outcome of millions of years of

What role living in Canada played

time from your busy schedule.

integrate in the Canadian society.

to become a peaceful Green Zone

I am also becoming aware that I am

Health Magazine you spared some

derful job in helping new immigrants

citizen of a global village and trying
person.

I am so grateful that for PCHS

groups over decades and centuries
worked hard to actualize their human rights.

Does this sound
familiar?

IN CANADA, BEING
A SECULAR HUMANIST, I REALIZED THAT
I NEED TO LEARN

Dr. Sohail: In Canada, being a secu-

TO LIVE WITH AND

lar humanist, I realized that I need to

Being a psychotherapist, what is

learn to live with and accept human

your point of view about social

beings from different races, reli-

evolution?

ACCEPT HUMAN

Sohail: The more I studied human

BEINGS FROM DIF-

gions, and cultures. I need to learn to
befriend people from different walks
of life.

psychology and sociology the more
I realized that personal growth is
intimately connected with social

What is your philosophy on becoming friends with others?
Sohail: The question was how do

evolution. Over the centuries human
beings are evolving to become fully
human at a personal as well as collective level.

you befriend people from all over
the world? That question led to

Computer-Vision
Syndrome

FERENT RACES, RELIGIONS, AND CUL-

Manjinder Bindra

I

am pretty sure reading this
title, all must be wondering
what is Computer- Vision
syndrome or what we are

calling CVC these days? But when I
will ask you all to relate to these signs
most of you who are doing work from

TURES. I NEED TO

home, studying online doing shopping

LEARN TO BEFRIEND

izing is also happening online these

PEOPLE FROM DIF-

include dry, burning eyes, aching

or baking and unfortunately socialdays would feel associated. These

self-reflection and inspired me to go

In the end, would you like to give any

outside my comfort zone. That was

message for the readers, especially

one way to put theory into action.

to newcomers?

FERENT WALKS OF

back and neck and shoulder. Since

So I tried to overcome my social

Dr. Sohail: We all can create our own

conditioning.

peaceful Green Zone Islands in the

LIFE.

this because of “new –normal” way

Now I have friends from all walks of
life. My friends include
Men and women,
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so many people are experiencing
of living, there is an official name for

troubled Red Zone sea, grow to our

the eye-strain that can result what is

fullest potential and serve our com-

called computer-vision syndrome.

munities the best way we can.

PCHS Health Magazine
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TIPS TO TAKE EYE PROTECTION

•
•

Rest your eyes at least 15 minutes after each 2 hours of computer use.
Look a way from the computer and into the distance for at least 20
seconds every 20 minutes.

•
•
•
•
•

Enlarge the text on your computer screen.
Reduce glare from nearby light sources.
Use a screen glare filter.
Use a flat-screen monitor.
Position your screen so that the center is 4 to 5 inches below your eye
level.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Position your screen so that it is 20 to 28 inches from your eye.
Remember to blink often.
Wearing lenses to correct your vision.
Use lubricating eye drops.
Use a humidifier.
Drink plenty of water.
Take a prescription medicine to increase tear production.
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Text by Manvir Bhangu

Our Client's
Story...

Highlighting the High
Priority Community
Strategy Project at the
Regional Council

O

ver the past 7

the opportunity to present about this

to testing and vaccines, educa-

months, Punjabi

initiative on behalf of all 6 agencies

tion and outreach and wraparound

Community Health

at the Regional Council Delegation.

services which include warm food,

Services along with

Janice and I were assigned the dif-

PPE kits, grocery delivery, transporta-

5 other commu-

ficult task of summarizing all of the

tion, isolation and recovery centres

nity organization, Indus Community

amazing work our teams have been

and mental health support. We also

Services, Dixie Bloor Neighborhood

doing over the past several months

shared that although the number of

Services, Roots Community Services,

in just under 5 minutes but nonethe-

COVID-19 cases have decreased,

Wellfort Community Health Centre

less we were successful. We shared

our staff is still out in the community

and Canadian Mental Health As-

the impact the High Priority Com-

providing information and sharing

sociation Peel Dufferin have worked

munity Strategy Project has had on

resources to ensure community

tirelessly to support the Region

the Peel Community with the Council

members understand that we are not

of Peel overcome the challenges

members. We shared that with over

yet in the clear. Janice and I also got

brought on by COVID-19. On July

112 Community Ambassadors, our

to share a story of a newcomer fam-

8th, I along with Janice Hemerding,

6 agencies together have been able

ily that was impacted by COVID-19

Clinical Lead at Canadian Mental

to support hundreds of thousands of

and PCHS had the opportunity to

Health Association Peel-Dufferin, had

community members through access

support.
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It was our pleasure to have

Client is a newcomer who arrived in

with rent and bills for the period in

Canada with his wife and 2-year-old

which his wife would not be work-

daughter in September 2020. This

ing, a $200 grocery gift card to have

family has faced a difficult time dur-

groceries delivered and PPE kits. Even

ing the pandemic with it being their

after their isolation period ended, we

first time in a new country and having

stayed connected with this family. The

no family locally to support or guide

client called to ask how they can be

them. The client worked at a small

connected to a food bank and if we

business and lost his job due to the

knew of any job opportunities, so we

provincial lockdown and his wife

connected them to other community

works at the Amazon warehouse in

supports and our own settlement

Brampton. When Amazon was closed

department to help. Once they were

due to the outbreak and his family

eligible for their vaccines, we helped

was told to isolate, he found out about

the client and his wife book vaccine

our services from his friend. His wife

appointments and arranged transpor-

was not receiving paid sick leave so

tation to and from the vaccine clinics.

we were able to provide them with

Family sent thank you note to express

$1191 in financial support to help

their sincere gratitude.

the opportunity to present our
work to Peel Region’s counsellors and Mayor Patrick Brown,
Mayor Bonnie Crombie and
Mayor Alan Thompson. We
look forward to continuing our
work over the coming months
and support our community as
needed. If you or someone you
know is impacted by COVID-19
or has any questions related to
COVID-19 or vaccines, please
feel free to connect with our
support line at 416-579-5942 or
416-605-6134.
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A report on The Culturally
Linguistically Sensitive
intake process
The CLS pilot project began one year into the pandemic based on the need to ease accessibility and transition to local health care services for vulnerable and BIPOC communities.
• Raveen Bhaniwal & Arashdeep Chahal

T

he Culturally Linguistically
Sensitive (CLS) intake process began in March 2021
as a partnership between
the COVID-19 Voluntary Housing Isolation Program and the High Priority
Communities Strategy at PCHS. While
Region of Peel set up its first isolation
centre in March 2020 and added additional isolation centres over the course
of the year, the CLS pilot project began
one year into the pandemic based on
the need to ease accessibility and
transition to local health care services
for vulnerable and BIPOC communities. Essentially, this allows clients to
go through the PCHS Support Line
to be referred to an isolation centre,
rather than calling the Region of Peel
central intake line.
When an individual calls one of the
two support line phone numbers,
a Community Ambassador (CA)
greets them in a compassionate and
culturally sensitive manner, providing
translation services if needed. After
learning more about the client’s situa-
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tion, they determine whether the client
would benefit from being transferred
to an isolation centre and educate the
client on the benefits such as protecting themselves or their housemates.
Once all of the client’s questions are
answered and the process is thoroughly explained, the CAs are able to
make the referral to the closest isolation centre. At this point the CA has
developed rapport with the client and
instead of just giving them a phone
number to call where they would have
to re-explain their situation and may
not have their concerns answered in a
culturally sensitive manner, they can
simply wait for the isolation centre to
call them instead once the CA makes
the referral.
The role of PCHS does not stop when
the CA calls the isolation centre to
make the referral. Instead, we follow
through until the client arrives at the
hotel and the nursing staff is notified
to begin their care. Even after the client has arrived at the isolation centre,
we keep in touch with the client and

have follow up calls, especially if they
had other needs that they mentioned
in the initial conversation. Often there
are family members still at home who
might need support, whom we can
connect to the resources available
through the High Priority Communities
Strategy. If the client has any dietary
restrictions or is unable to eat the
food provided at the isolation centre,
the CAs are able to arrange Langar on
Wheels or other grocery deliveries for
the clients to ensure their quarantine
period goes smoothly and the client
can focus on their recovery from
COVID-19. For example, we once had
a mother with a small child staying in
isolation who needed a specific type
of milk for her child. We were able to
arrange this and get it delivered to her
during her isolation period.
The designated voluntary isolation
centres are a safe space for clients
to finish their isolation period and
through the CLS process we have
been able to assist clients in unique
situations and accommodate their
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needs. Sometimes, community
members are not aware of how
to safely isolate at home and
may not realize they are putting
their family or housemates at risk
when they do not follow proper
quarantine measures and this
is when the CAs serve as a key
touch point for clients. Through
the CLS process we have been
able to make referrals for individuals living in multi-generational
households, international students living in crowded housing,
individuals living with high risk

PCHS Health Magazine

family members and much more.
For instance, some individuals
living in crowded housing situations are unsure if they need to
go to an isolation centre and do
not realize the risk of spreading
infection. In these scenarios we
are able to speak with the medical staff at an isolation centre
about the situation and relay the
response back to the individual in
a culturally sensitive manner.

isolation period and the CLS process has made a positive impact
on the clients we have served.
Since information regarding
COVID-19 rules and regulations
is updated frequently, the CLS
process is essential to provide
community members with a safe
place to ask questions and make
informed decisions to ensure the
safety of their communities.

PCHS CAs often become a trusted guide for clients through their
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Teen Book Review
Niranjana Nambiar

IF YOU SEE ME, DON'T SAY HI
Author:		
Language:
Cover:		
Pages:		
Publisher:
Price:		

Neel Patel
English
Hardcover/Paperback
224
Flatiron Books
$17-$20

About the Author
Neel Patel is a first-generation Indian American who grew up in Champaign,
Illinois. He has been nominated for a Pushcart Prize, and his short stories have appeared in The Southampton Review, Indiana Review, The American Literary Review,
Hyphen Magazine, and on BuzzFeed and Nerve.com. He currently lives in Los
Angeles, where he is at work on a novel. If You See Me, Don't Say Hi was his debut.

I

f You See Me, Don’t Say Hi is
a tightly bundled assortment
of short stories. The stories
revolve around the lives of
wealthy and working-class South
Asian Indian-Americans. They are
first and second-generation immigrants, living in both the old and the
new world. They are about ordinary
people with complicated dynamics
within their personal and professional
lives. They are about closeted and
straight people. They are about the
journey of rediscovering yourself and
validating your emotions, and breaking common stereotypes.
Through this book, the author talks
about the common stereotypes that
have been fostered about South
Asian culture. They are labeled. The
author breaks the model-minority
myth and defines them by their
personalities and their emotion-

ally expressive selves. I feel that
the author's goal was to make the
characters find their truth through
their traditions, families and the world
they live in. All it takes to find that is
to rediscover you through the journey
of life.
The “journey of life” is different for
every person and this is expressed
by the short stories within this book.
In “God of Destruction”, we see a
woman imagining how her life would
be, living according to her own terms,
without the constant pressure of her
society forcing her to get married. In
“Just a Friend”, we see a man falling
for another man. However, along with
the man who he thought was “the
love of his life”, he also falls for an
elaborate web of lies.
The title story is about the estranged
relationship of two brothers and how

they slowly come to mend it after
their mutual silence of ten years.
“World Famous” and “Radha Krishna”
is about the hardships that a young
couple has to face because of their
opposing statuses and community
gossip. These stories display the
change of thought and change of
relationships between characters.
They go through an endless cycle,
and through it, they find the meaning
of their lives.
The characters were brought to life
and because of this, their stories
were quite relatable. I was able to
understand what they went through
and appreciated the natural tone in
which the book was written. However, I felt the stories were too short
and had me wanting to know more.
I would recommend to readers who
enjoy relatable characters, who are
expressive and full of emotions.

The book is also available at Brampton Library
Click here to see
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PCHS Media
Shaping your thoughts
Our Shows
The Purple Tales
Weekly Punjabi News
InterGen
News & Views
Parchol
Khari Khari
Community Connection

For information about programs and their schedule please visit our website at www.pchsmedia.com
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MIND MATTERS

The Brain,
The Ego &
The Mind

we use to produce a specific sound.

we can become paralyzed, etc. When

It is territorial and possessive and

We can play a happy tune or a sad

this happens, our ego or self cannot

wants to control everything. It builds

tune, depending on how we use the

function correctly. We will feel handi-

itself (ego-boost) on the knowledge

words. Therefore, shouldn't we try to

capped. When a person becomes

and experiences in life to become a

understand how our subconscious

brain dead, the conscious mind or the

well-defined entity and hides behind

mind works?

ego cannot function at all. Yet, the
subconscious mind can keep the vital

beliefs. It wants to continue to live

• Mal Mohanlal

L

our desire to survive on this planet.

forever and is tied to time. It has an

If we looked at our body, intelligence

functions going, and the person can

immense capacity to delude itself.

permeates right through, from the

continue to live. When we switch off

We need the ego to interpret reality in

central (the brain) to the individual

the life support system, the body dies

front of us. We also need the brain to

cellular level. Yes, there is percep-

as the mind separates from the body.

develop our egos. Without the ego, we

tion taking place even at the cellular

Yes, our brain is like the hardware of

cannot function as individuals. The

level. Every cell in our body knows its

the computer system. If it malfunc-

brain allows the ego to experience

function and how to replace itself.

tions for any reason, the software (the

consciousness and awareness, which

The skin cells know their function

mind) will crash.

are the property of the mind. So one

of protecting us from the outside

can see how intimately the brain and

environment, the lung cells know

A perfect example of a mind trapped

the ego are connected.

how to transfer oxygen from the air,

in a crippled body is the case of Dr

the kidney cells know how to purify

Stephen Hawkins. He was a British

However, our subconscious mind

our blood, the digestive cells in the

scientist who suffered for 55 years

is also connected to the brain. It

gastrointestinal system know how to

from motor neuron disease, which

digest food etc., and so it goes on. All

only affected the motor areas of his

et's be frank from

we have plenty of evidence that

and our mind. Life would become

the onset: grief is

our mental health is deteriorating.

challenging if we could not use our

inevitable in life

It is because most people have no

brains.

controls all our vital functions and

and affects anyone

idea how the mind works. Here I

systems in our body, such as the

this is under subconscious control.

brain. Since other areas of his brain

regardless of creed,

will try to help you understand my

Thus the brain plays a crucial role

cardiovascular system, respiratory

Even our immune system, which

were unaffected, his ego (the con-

race, genders, and

understanding of the mind. You

in our perception of reality. It is

system, digestive system etc. People

involves the healing process, is under

scious mind) could function normally;

beliefs. There is no way to avoid

do not have to believe what I say,

the organ we use to understand

take the subconscious mind for

subconscious control. The conscious

that is, he could think and reason.

grief, however, there are many ways

but please try to disprove it in your

our mind. It is the organ that helps

granted and show very little under-

mind, where the ego operates, has

Therefore, it is clear that specific

to avoid that the damaging effects

mind and see if what I write makes

us perceive reality. If we did not

standing of how the ego influences

very little control but indirectly influ-

areas of our brain are involved in

of a prolonged grieving period em-

sense.

use it properly, it is the organ that

the subconscious mind. It is the

ences all these areas. Hence, ignoring

maintaining our consciousness and

subconscious mind that makes us

the subconscious mind and taking it

awareness, without which the ego

happy or sad, depending on how we

for granted would be a stupid thing to

cannot operate.

stimulate it. It has no discriminating

do. Yet, it is what we have been doing

power. It does not recognize right

and are doing today.

can lead to physical and mental

bed severe consequences on the
lifestyle itself.

It is evident there is a greater

ill-health. It is the organ the mind

intelligence beyond our thinking

uses to express our talents and

Do you know how intimately con-

process at work. If we looked at our

personality. Without the brain, the

nected we are to our body and

body, we think it is our brain where

mind cannot function fully. So what

mind? The energy that keeps us

all our brilliance lies. It is because

is the mind? As I see it, the mind is

alive, where does it come from?

the brain is the physical part we use

the energy source (the current) that

When it leaves the body, the body

for thinking and reasoning. If we

dies. Where does this energy go?

are unable to use our brain for any

In the Brisbane Courier-Mail Qweekend Magazine of 24/4/2021, there

from wrong, the good from the bad.
Whatever we do in life, we are always

So what happens when we incur

was a story about three young adults

trying to appease our subconscious

some damage to our brain? One can

aged 20,21 and 22 from different

keeps us alive.

mind. For instance, when we pray to

have a stroke or have a head injury

backgrounds dying in their sleep.

God or some other entity, we try to

from a fall. One can suffer from some

They went to sleep and never woke

reason, we would feel handicapped.

For convenience, we can divide it

appease our subconscious mind. We

degenerative brain disease like Al-

up. They suffered from epilepsy and

Most of us are involved in our daily

The brain protects us from our envi-

into two parts, the conscious and

are doing the same thing when we are

zheimer's or a motor neuron disease,

died from SUDEP (Sudden Unexpect-

routine of living and surviving on

ronment and helps us take evasive

the subconscious. But in reality,

playing music, dancing, singing etc.

etc. The symptoms and signs we will

ed Death in Epilepsy). This tragedy

this planet earth. Despite all the

action if any danger threatens us.

we have one mind. The self or ego

Our subconscious mind is the piano

suffer from will depend on the area

shows that any defect in our brain

technical knowledge and advances

Without the brain, we would not

operates in the conscious part of

we use to play the tune we want.

of the affected brain. We can lose our

can cause it to malfunction, and our

we have made through science,

survive or understand our world

the mind. It is a concentration of

The keys of the piano are the words

consciousness, lose our memory, or

life can be at risk.
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Our mental and physical health de-

worlds. The ego is there, and you are

pends on our ability to use our brain

not in a trance. You will realize that

not just for ego-building exercise but

you are not separate but one with

also to understand how our mind

the universe. You will realize that you

works. We should learn how the

are also part of this timeless dimen-

ego influences the subconscious

sion. There is no thinking but just

mind. We should become aware

awareness. But once the ego uses

of how our perceptions influence

words to describe what you see, you

our thinking and how our thinking

will revert to our familiar time zone.

Symposium on Mental
Health Issues

affects our actions. Our perception
of time that we have created makes

From the above observations, one

us time-travellers. We are caught in

can see that we have only one mind,

this net of time and always travel-

and the ego is not the whole mind.

ling between the past, present and

The ego cannot operate effectively

future. But in reality, there is no such

without a healthy brain. The brain

thing as time.

allows the ego to think and reason.

The webinar provided an opportunity to students to have a safe space to discuss their
mental health and wellbeing. The project has turned out to be a great way to engage young
adults and students in starting conversations surrounding mental health and developing
awareness in the community.

The brain allows us to perceive realThere is a timeless dimension all

ity. The ego ties itself to time without

around us. It is just as real as the

realizing that it is a part of the time-

time dimension of our creation. The

less dimension.

only thing that separates the two
is our perception. Everyone experi-

What the ego is creating is an escap-

ences this timeless dimension from

ist world today. The more one tries

time to time when the observer in

to escape from reality, the more out

mind and what is being observed

of touch with reality one becomes. It

become one phenomenon. But

is distorting our perceptions, and we

because the ego is so dependent on

will suffer from more mental health

thinking and fearful of disappear-

problems.

Komel Sandha

T

ing into the timeless that it cannot
recognize it.

It is, therefore, time to understand
our ego better and become aware

To experience the timeless dimen-

of our perceptions and thinking. We

sion, one should go to the mountain

have to use our brains to understand

top or out in the bush away from

the timeless dimension and lose

any man-made structures. Here the

the fear of death before our mind

pull of nature is so powerful that it is

separates from the body. Without

easy to observe the phenomenon of

self-knowledge, you are like a ship

the observer in your mind, and what

without an engine on the ocean of

is being observed become one. But

life. The rough seas will buffet you.

one can experience this anywhere.

You will be worse for wear when you

When this happens, you will discover

arrive at your destination. However,

that we have only one mind. Your

if you want to be a ship that can

mind is experiencing eternity in this

plough through the rough seas with-

state, and you are fully alert and

out much effort, empower yourself

aware of both your inner and outer

with the engine of self-knowledge.
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he East Meets West

understand the role of a supporter

rounding the stigma associated

committee at Wilfred

and how to support individuals who

with mental health in the South

Laurier University

may be struggling with their mental

Asian communities. It also gave the

developed a platform

health. During the presentation, tips

host from PCHS an opportunity to

in partnership with Punjabi Commu-

and tricks were provided for support-

discuss some alternative methods

nity Health Services where a webinar

ing individuals and families. It also

to supporting individuals that do

was conducted on October 22nd.

allowed participants to learn about

not have the financial means to get

This platform created an opportunity

ways to support individuals who are

counselling and are on large waitlists

for students to have a safe space to

not seeking support or are not ready

for free programs.

discuss mental health and wellbeing.

to seek support. In addition, PCHS

Students shared personal experienc-

provided various resources for those

Overall, the project was a great way

es and learned more about depres-

who needed immediate supports.

to engage young adults and students
in starting conversations surround-

sion, anxiety and some of the major
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forms. Various participants shared

A portion of the presentation was

ing mental health and developing

personal experiences and engaged

also dedicated to sharing statistics

awareness in the community. PCHS

in conversations to determine signs

surrounding mental health in Canada

would like to thank EMW counsel

of mental health concerns.

and understanding the disparities

and the participants who joined this

in reported vs. unreported cases in

webinar. We look forward to the next

As a team, the participants and host

our communities. This allowed for

one!

engaged in discussions to better

a spark in the conversation sur-

PCHS Health Magazine
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TAKE PRECAUTIONS TO
AVOID THE RISK OF GETTING INFECTED FROM
COVID -19

COVID-19
RESOURCES

Getting the

VACCINE

WEAR A MASK

Details about COVID-19 vaccination
program run by the Government

WASH YOR HANDS PROPERLY

USE SANITIZER

CLICK HERE

Visit

STAY AT HOME IF POSSIBLE

VACCINE AFTER CARE
FACTSHEET
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VACCINE MYTHS AND
QUESTIONS

COVID-19
SAFETY
TIPS!
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kIVy
auPæ!
ikMny iBAwnk ny ieh kIVy!

dwVHIAW/mu~CW swPæ kr id~qIAW jWdIAW ny

nslvwd dw kIVw

'pwkI' kih ky aunHW ƒ jælIl kIqw jWdw ey

Dwrimk-jƒn dw kIVw
rMg qy jæwq-pwq dw kIVw

kI ksUr ey?

AhMm qy aUc-nIc dw kIVw

sVk dy iknwry-iknwry
vw~k-vyA 'qy jWdy pirvwr dy jIAW dw

kI ksUr sI?

ijnHW au¤pr tr~k cVHwA id~qw jWdw ey

aunHW 215 msUmW dw

qy auh swry A~lHw ƒ ipAwry ho jWdy ny

ijnHW dy ipMjr sO swl bwd
purwxy crc ƒ Kodx 'qy imly

... qy iPr Asl dosæI?

kI knyfw dy mUl-vwsI hoxw gunwh ey?

'mMd-bu~DI' dsqwvyjæW dy nwl
A~vl qW swPæ 'brI' ho jWdy ny

kI ksUr sI?

jW sjæw aunHW ƒ mwmUlI ijhI huMdI ey

sO swl pihlW knyfw Awey
'kwmwgwtw-mwrU' dy muswPærW dw

ieh kIVy bVy purwxy ny

ijnHW ƒ pUry do mhIny

qy ienHW qoN injwq pwaux leI

vYnkUvr dy pwxIAW 'c rok ky

iksy ‘kIVymwr-dvweI’ dI loV ey

vwps Byj id~qw igAw
kI gunwh kIqw sI aunHWN
audoN knyfw Aw ky?

fw. suKdyv isMG JMf,
Pæon: 647-567-9128

kI ksUr ey?
p~gW-dwVHIAW vwilAW dw
ijnHW dIAW p~gW rolæIAW jWdIAW ny

NEW HIRINGS IN JULY

PCHS

We are Hiring
Be a part of our team of dedicated employees. We are
hiring for the following postions:
Guneet Bajaj

Uma Viswanathan

Case Manager, Mental Health

Case Manager,

for Teens and Parents

Concurrent Disorders

Awaiz Artani

Amandeep Randhawa

Case Manager,

Caregiver Support

Mental Health

Group Facilitator

Satvinder Nagra
Program Support

Worker, Addictions

CANADA SUMMER JOBS 2021

Arashdeep Kaur

Taranjot Bath

Gazal Kashyap

Case Worker, Social Work

Case Worker, Social Work

Administrative Assistant

Supervisor - Newcomer Settlement
Programs

Youth Worker

Job Title:

Supervisor – Newcomer Settlement Programs

Job Title:

Youth Worker

Job Posting:

#SUPV-NSP-018/2021-22

Job Posting:

# YW-SP-017/2021-22

Date Posted:

July 29, 2021

Date Posted:

July 29, 2021

Report to:

Manager –Newcomer Settlement Programs

Report to:

Manager – Newcomer Settlement Programs

Position Type:

Full Time

Position Type:

Full Time

Date Closed:

August 10, 2021

Date Closed:

August 10, 2021

Click Here to Read More

Arpanjot Singh

Vansh Dave

Jaskiran Asahan

Case Worker, Social Work

Administrative Assistant

Case Worker, Social Work

PCHS Health Magazine

Click Here to Read More
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